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Stop pushing the millage
To the editor:
This is in response to the story in Jan. 12, 2011, edition, Stambaugh Township OKs the
Windsor Rec Center Millage.
I don’t know what school Supervisor Eugene Pellizzaro graduated from, but changing the
language or running the millage again doesn’t matter because the voters have already made
their decision (twice), they do not want the millage.

With gas prices up, food prices up, and the property tax going up (automatically) plus
everyone’s electric bills are going up; we don’t want another tax. It’s time to stop pushing for this
millage.
-s- David Smith
Iron River

Silence of the beagles
To the editor:
On a wintry Saturday, Jan. 8, a group of avid rabbit hunters gathered together to do what they
love best – release their trained beagles and enjoy the chase. One of their favorite places to
hunt is the Cable Lake/Net River area near Amasa. The hunters were eagerly awaiting a fine
day in the snowy northern woods.
The hunt was on – the dogs were yelping and barking – the shotguns were loaded – and then a
deadening silence. Judging by the tracks, a pack of five or six wolves ripped out the throats of
two of the five beagles present. No one saw the killings take place.
Shocked, the hunting party reached the scene of the crime. It was a gruesome sight. Two of
the hunter’s dogs were senselessly killed, apparently because they entered a wolf pack’s
territory.
The following Monday, the DNR picked up the dogs to do an autopsy. On Tuesday DNR
personnel went to the kill site.
Shocked and sad and mad, Tom Wilgreen called my wife, Susy, about the incident.
“I want the public to know about this terrible incident. Why is it that a group of friends cannot
enjoy the northern woods anymore without worrying about their personal safety – and the safety
of their dogs?” he said.
This is not an isolated incident. Deer hunters, hikers, stream and lake fishermen, and, perhaps,
just about our entire Iron County community are upset about the abundance and tenacity – bold
tenacity – of our growing wolf population in the Upper Peninsula.
Perhaps we need to organize a community meeting concerning the Endangered Species Act
as it relates to the local wolf population.
-s- Robert “Dock” Stupp
Iron River
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